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ABSTRACT

Smoothers are increasingly used in geophysics. Several linear gaussian algorithms exist,

and the general picture may appear somewhat confusing. This paper attempts to stand

back a little, in order to clarify this picture by providing a concise overview of what the

different smoothers really solve, and how. We start addressing this issue from a Bayesian

viewpoint. The filtering problem consists in finding the probability of a system state at a

given time, conditioned to some past and present observations (if the present observations

are not included, it is a forecast problem). This formulation is unique: Any other formulation

is a smoothing problem. The two main formulations of smoothing are tackled here: the joint

estimation problem (fixed-lag or fixed-interval), where the probability of a series of system

states conditioned to observations is to be found, and the marginal estimation problem, that

deals with the probability of only one system state, conditioned to past, present and future

observations. The various strategies to solve these problems in the Bayesian framework are

introduced, along with their deriving linear gaussian, Kalman filter-based algorithms. Their

ensemble formulations are also presented. This results in a classification and a possible

comparison of the most common smoothers used in geophysics. It should be a good basis to

help the reader find the most appropriate algorithm for his/her own smoothing problem.

1. Introduction

Geophysical data assimilation has been historically developed for the purpose of initializ-

ing a Numerical Weather Prediction, i.e., to get the best possible estimate of the atmospheric

state of the day, based on past and present (the only available) observations. In terms from
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estimation theory, initialization is a filtering problem, the Bayesian formulation of which is

to find the probability density function (pdf) of a state vector x at a time index k, xk, given

the observations y from time 1 to time k, y1:k:

p(xk|y1:k). (1)

Under certain assumptions, the Kalman filter (Kalman 1960; Cohn 1997) provides the solu-

tion. Although geophysical problems rarely verify the appropriate assumptions, the relative

simplicity of the Kalman filter algorithm has made it naturally emerge in the community of

geophysics (e.g. Parrish and Cohn 1985). It has since undergone many approximations, devel-

opments and tuning to make it applicable and increasingly efficient with high dimensional,

nonlinear systems (Evensen 1994; Houtekamer and Mitchell 1998; Verlaan and Heemink

1997; Pham et al. 1998; Lermusiaux and Robinson 1999; Bishop et al. 2001; Houtekamer

and Mitchell 2001; Hamill et al. 2001; Dee 1995; Mitchell and Houtekamer 2000; Lermusiaux

2006; Brankart et al. 2010a,b; Zheng and Zhu 2008; Houtekamer et al. 2009; Beal et al. 2010;

Simon and Bertino 2009; Brankart et al. 2009). Recently some fully non-Gaussian and/or

nonlinear methods arise in the geophysical data assimilation set-up, such as the maximum

entropy methods (e.g. Bocquet 2005b), the particle filter (van Leeuwen 2009; Bocquet et al.

2010), or the Rank Histogram filter (Anderson 2010). These methods are no more approxi-

mations to the Kalman filter. Although not yet applicable to high dimensional models, they

should find their usefulness for specific, low dimensional problems in a near future.

With the forecast initialization problem, still topical, now have come many other chal-

lenges for geophysical data assimilation. In particular, reanalysis would benefit from data

assimilation methods able to process observations subsequent to the states to be estimated,
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since such observations are available, contrary to the forecast issue. Various geophysical

disciplines express their own needs: estimation of parameters such as chemical sources for

atmospheric chemistry and air quality (Cosme et al. 2005; Bocquet 2005a,b,c), biological

constants for biogeochemistry (Losa et al. 2003), adjustment of ocean forcings (Skandrani

et al. 2009) and boundary conditions (Barth et al. 2010) for ocean dynamics, for instance.

Many of these applications are performed retrospectively, like a reanalysis, so that ”future”

observations are available. In these cases, a smoother, that takes into account future observa-

tions in the estimation process, must do better than a filter. A smoother is also indispensable

for specific applications, such as multiresolution data assimilation involving graphical models

(e.g. Fieguth et al. 1995; Willsky 2002; Zhou et al. 2008). Even for forecast initialization

problems, smoothing theory has been introduced to design sequential assimilation schemes

able to account for the precise timing of observations (Hunt et al. 2004; Buehner et al. 2010;

Sakov et al. 2010). The geophysical community might meet other uses of smoothers in a

close future.

The smoothing problem is posed as that of estimating a system state or a set of states,

given past, present and future observations. In the first case, the pdf to be found is:

p(xk|y1:K) (2)

where K is fixed and larger than k. In the second case, the pdf is a joint pdf. We restrict the

discussion to the case where the states to be estimated jointly form a complete time series,

from a time index 0 to K (any other combination of states defines a smoothing problem, as

long as some states are estimated with future observations). The pdf to be identified is then:

p(x0:K |y1:K) (3)
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where x0:K is the gathering of the states vectors from 0 to K. This is actually called a

fixed-interval smoothing problem, for the time interval is fixed here. A related problem is

that of fixed-lag smoothing, for which the pdf is:

p(xk−L:k|y1:k). (4)

When k takes several, consecutive values, each state is estimated using the past, present,

and the same number L of future observations. L is called the lag. From now on, we shall

refer to the pdf of Eq. 2 as the marginal smoothing problem, and to the pdf’s of Eq. 3 and

Eq. 4 as joint smoothing problems.

Both problems are directly connected by the marginalization rule:

p(xk|y1:K) =

∫
p(x0:K |y1:K)dx0...dxk−1dxk+1...dxK . (5)

But to compute an estimate of xk, the mean for example, using the marginal pdf (
∫

xkp(xk|y1:K)dxk)

or the joint pdf (
∫

xkp(x0:K |y1:K)dx0:K) provide different results in general. In the particu-

lar multivariate gaussian case though, both estimates of the mean are identical: a marginal

distribution is simply obtained by dropping the vector variables to be marginalized out in

the joint distribution. The various optimal linear smoothers are then strictly equivalent,

provided Kalman’s linear/gaussian assumptions are verified. This is rarely the case though.

Dealing with nonlinear/non gaussian cases is increasingly frequent. While models’ resolution

gets higher, the nonlinearities express themselves with increasing importance. Gaussianity

is far from being systematic (consider tracers for example) and is anyway altered by nonlin-

earities. In such a context, the joint and marginal smoothers may yield different estimates,

so it is particularly important for anyone to precisely identify the problem to be solved

before choosing a smoothing algorithm. Fully nonlinear/non gaussian smoothers (particle
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smoothers for instance, e.g., Fearnhead et al. 2010) have not been developed nor used yet in

geophysics, but the need might come in the near future.

Several optimal linear smoother algorithms exist, have been presented and applied for

geophysical problems (Cohn et al. 1994; Ménard et al. 1996; van Leeuwen and Evensen 1996;

van Leeuwen 1999; Lermusiaux and Robinson 1999; Lermusiaux et al. 2002; Cosme et al.

2010). These algorithms are generally refered to as the fixed-interval sequential smoother,

the fixed-lag smoother, the ensemble smoother, the forward-backward (or RTS) smoother,

and the two-filter smoother. They are all based on Kalman’s hypotheses and the equations

of the Kalman filter, and, beyond their algorithmic differences, differ from the filter only by

handling cross-covariances in time to correct the state vectors at some times using observa-

tions at future times. And they all fall into one of the two categories mentioned previously,

joint or marginal. Sections 3 and 4 describes the smoothers that solve the joint problem,

and the marginal problem, respectively. For each of them, the resolution strategy is first

described in a Bayesian framework. Then the linear Gaussian implementation is recalled.

Most of them involves the Kalman filter. Finally, the ensemble formulations are given (we

focus on the formulations of smoothers that naturally provide error estimates. Consequently,

variational and representer methods are not discussed here). Some of them are new. Be-

fore coming to the smoothers, Section 2 gathers some background about estimation theory,

Hidden Markov chains, and the Bayesian formulation and Kalman’s solution of the filtering

problem. At the end, Section 5 provides a summary and a discussion of important issues for

smoothers: algorithms complexity, application of localization, and their adequacy to various

geophysical data assimilation problems.
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2. From estimation theory to the Kalman filter

a. Background on estimation theory

For a detailed introduction to the Bayesian perspective to data assimilation, the reader

should refer to Wikle and Berliner (2007). Here we simply recall the two fundamental rules

of estimation theory.

(i) Bayes’ rule:

A joint probability density function pdf of two random vectors x and y can be factored

as:

p(x,y) = p(x|y)p(y). (6)

This is, actually, the definition of the conditional pdf p(x|y). Using the similar equation for

p(y|x), Bayes’ rule is obtained:

p(x|y) =
p(x)p(y|x)

p(y)
. (7)

In practice, the denominator is only a normalization factor and it is generally sufficient to

consider proportionality: p(x|y) ∝ p(x)p(y|x).

(ii) Marginalization rule:

This rule is used to compute the pdf of a random vector x from the joint pdf of two or

more vectors (including x):

p(x) =

∫
p(x,y)dy =

∫
p(x|y)p(y)dy. (8)
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b. Hidden Markov chain

Geophysical data assimilation is most often posed as an estimation problem in a hidden

Markov Chain (e.g. Wikle and Berliner 2007; Ihler et al. 2007), i.e. a Markov chain with

partially and independently observed nodes. The chain is formed with the sequence x0:K =

{x0, . . . ,xK} of system states to estimate. Each state (but the first, in our presentation) is

observed. The transition pdf between the states at k − 1 and k, p(xk|xk−1), is supposed to

be known. When a dynamical model is available and the model noise is additive, the model

equation is:

xk =Mk−1,k(xk−1) + ηk−1,k. (9)

p(xk|xk−1) is simply determined from the pdf of the model error ηk−1,k. For the Kalman

filter, it is assumed gaussian with 0 mean and a covariance matrix generally noted Qk−1,k,

and the model is assumed linear.

The measurement process is also Markovian, and the observation pdf at any time k,

p(yk|xk), is known. When an observation operator is available, with additive noise, the

measurement equation takes the form:

yk = Hk(xk) + εok, (10)

and p(yk|xk) is determined from the pdf of the observation error εok. For the Kalman filter,

it is assumed gaussian with 0 mean and a covariance matrix generally noted Rk, and the

observation operator is assumed linear.

The Markov assumption is the rationale of the sequential approaches to filtering and

smoothing (see Wikle and Berliner 2007, section 3).
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c. Filtering

Filtering follows the very intuitive approach of starting from the (available) prior distribu-

tion of the initial state, p(x0), and iterating forecast and analysis steps using marginalization

and Bayes’ rules:

p(xk|y1:k−1) =

∫
p(xk|xk−1)p(xk−1|y1:k−1)dxk−1 (forecast) (11a)

p(xk|y1:k) ∝ p(xk|y1:k−1)p(yk|xk) (analysis) (11b)

When the model (Eq. 9) and the observation operator (Eq. 10) are linear and their noises

are gaussian with 0 mean, this provides the Kalman filter equations. In particular, the

analysis is performed with the so-called BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased Estimate) equations.

The Kalman filter equations are recalled in Table 1 for the purpose of setting the notations

and the background for the smoother algorithms described next. The notation adopted for

the time indices in the state vectors and covariance matrices recalls the conditioning of the

associated pdf. For example, xa
i|1:k (that will be met later) represents the (analysis) state

estimate at time i updated with the observations {y1, . . . ,yk}. The forecast and analysis

superscripts, f and a, are then superfluous but preserved to make understanding easier.

They will be inappropriate only for the Ensemble smoother description, section 3c, where

other notations are chosen.

For most atmospheric or oceanic applications, the Kalman filter is actually implemented

in an ensemble form (Evensen 2003), where the state pdf is represented by a limited (a

few tens typically) number M of particles or members, noted xf,m for the forecast (we

drop the time index here for conciseness). One may compute the mean of this ensemble,

x̄f =
∑

xf,m/M , and form the matrix of scaled anomalies Sf , the m-th column of which is
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defined by

(Sf )m =
xf,m − x̄f

√
M − 1

. (12)

Theoretically, the covariance matrix can be computed as Pf = SfSf T but this is never done

in practice. On the contrary, the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) takes full advantage of

the square root representation of the covariance matrix. At the forecast step, the mean state

and matrix propagation (Eq. KF1 and KF2 in Table 1) is replaced by the propagation of

each ensemble member. The analysis, also performed for each member, can write:

xa,m = xf,m + Sfγm. (13)

The analysis correction then appears as a linear combination of the anomalies. γm is a

vector containing the corresponding coefficients. It can be computed following different

strategies (e.g. Tippett et al. 2003). For the sake of simplicity here, we mention only the basic

form (useful here for the following presentation, but not convenient from the computational

viewpoint)

γm = (HSf )
T

[(HSf )(HSf )
T

+ R]−1(ym −Hxf,m), (14)

where ym denotes the perturbed observation.
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3. Joint smoothing

a. Fixed-interval sequential smoother

This smoother finds the pdf given by Eq. 3 in a sequential way and is of the fixed-interval

type. With k scanning the interval [0, K], the pdf is computed as:

p(x0:k|y1:k) ∝ p(x0:k−1|y1:k−1)p(xk|xk−1)p(yk|xk). (15)

This decomposition is obtained using Bayes’ rule, the definition of the conditional pdf and

the Markov property of the system. The sequential character of the algorithm appears clearly

when this equation is decomposed into a forecast step,

p(x0:k|y1:k−1) = p(x0:k−1|y1:k−1)p(xk|xk−1), (16)

and an analysis step,

p(x0:k|y1:k) ∝ p(x0:k|y1:k−1)p(yk|xk). (17)

The forecast equation (Eq. 16) differs from the filter forecast (Eq. 11a) by the fact that

marginalization on xk−1 is not applied. This is because xk−1 (and actually all the previous

state vectors) is estimated jointly with xk. We note in passing that the dimension of x0:k,

the multi-step state vector to estimate, increases with k.

In the linear Gaussian framework, the fixed-interval sequential smoother is quite easy

to derive using an augmented state vector approach (e.g. Anderson and Moore 1979). The

algorithm is based on the Kalman filter, completed with a set of equations specific to the

smoother. These equations are summarized in Table 2. They involve, in particular, cross-

covariance matrices, defined as Pfa
k,i|1:k−1 = E[εfk|1:k−1ε

a
i|1:k−1

T ] where E[ ] is the expectation
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operator, εfk|1:k−1 the filter forecast error at time k, and εai|1:k−1 the smoother analysis error

at time i when observations from 1 to k − 1 have been included.

The ensemble approach to fixed-interval sequential smoothing has been introduced and

tested on toy models by Evensen and van Leeuwen (2000), on a large-scale oceanic experi-

ment by Brusdal et al. (2003), and recently used by Barth et al. (2010) for an ocean tides

application. Extending the ensemble filter to smoothing is technically straightforward. With

the matrix definitions of Section 2.c, it consists in implementing the following retrospective

analysis equation, for each ensemble member:

xa,m
i|1:k = xa,m

i|1:k−1 + Sa
i|1:k−1γ

m, (18)

to be performed, at each observation time k, for the past times i ∈ [0, k−1] (see for instance

Cosme et al. 2010 for the full derivation of this equation). The retrospective analysis for

each time i is initialized with the filter analysis at time i, xa,m
i|1:i, when it is computed. At the

analysis step i+ 1, xa,m
i|1:i+1 is computed using Eq. 18, and so on. Note that the matrix γm in

Eq. 18 is the same as in Eq. 13, which means that it is available and no extra computation is

needed: The smoother has almost the same CPU cost as the filter. But if one wants to save

all the smoother estimates, the storage requirement grows quadratically with K, instead of

linearly with K for the filter. This defect is generally corrected using a fixed-lag smoother,

described next.

b. Fixed-lag smoother

The fixed-lag smoother is close to the sequential fixed-interval smoother described previ-

ously. The difference lies in that the size of the state vector to be estimated is kept unchanged
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through time (except in the first, initialization steps). Consequently, the oldest state is ruled

out from the estimation process at each forecast step. In the Bayesian framework, this ex-

clusion is obtained through marginalization. This slightly modifies the Bayesian formulation

of the problem. The forecast step (Eq. 16) becomes:

p(xk−L:k|y1:k−1) = p(xk|xk−1)

∫
p(xk−L−1:k−1|y1:k−1)dxk−L−1, (19)

and the analysis step (Eq. 17) does not change, with xk−L:k instead of x0:k.

Like the fixed-interval sequential smoother, the ”standard” derivation of the fixed-lag

smoother in the linear-Gaussian framework is based on an augmented state vector approach,

as detailed by Anderson and Moore (1979), Simon (2006), or Zhu et al. (1999). Another

original derivation and a table synthetizing the equations can be found in Cohn et al. (1994).

It is partly reproduced in Table 2 here.

The ensemble approach to fixed-lag smoothing can be obtained from Evensen and van

Leeuwen (2000). Zhu et al. (2003) have performed fixed-lag smoothing experiments with

a meteorological data assimilation system based on the physical-space statistical analysis

system (PSAS, Cohn et al. 1998). Khare et al. (2008) have examined the benefits of the En-

semble Kalman Smoother with the Lorenz-96 model and an atmospheric general circulation

model. Cosme et al. (2010) have presented a square root form of the fixed-lag smoother and

an application with a high resolution, primitive equations ocean circulation model. The nu-

merical implementation of the fixed-lag smoother strictly follows the fixed-interval sequential

smoother, with Eq. 18, but with the retrospective analyses now restricted to the last L time

steps: i ∈ [k − L, k − 1]. This smoother is straightforward to implement, exhibits a negligi-

ble CPU cost (in addition to the filter) and the associated storage requirement grows only
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linearly with K × (L+ 1) instead of K for the filter. Then, it utterly fulfills the storage con-

straints of reanalysis. Surprisingly though, it has drawn little attention from meteorologists

and oceanographers so far.

c. Ensemble smoother

The Ensemble smoother was introduced by van Leeuwen and Evensen (1996) to solve

the smoothing problem defined by Eq. 3. It has gained interest recently, though not in

the exact terms of ”Ensemble smoother”, for four-dimensional or asynchronous ensemble

filtering (Hunt et al. 2004; Sakov et al. 2010). The benefit is to use the innovations and state

error statistics at the precise observation times within the assimilation window, to compute

the filter correction at the end of the window. The ”original” Ensemble Smoother is of the

fixed-interval type. The strategy is to modify a background, joint pdf of the full sequence of

states with the full set of observations, using Bayes’ rule:

p(x0:K |y1:K) ∝ p(x0:K)p(y1:K |x0:K), (20)

that can be reduced, thanks to the Markov hypothesis, to

p(x0:K |y1:K) ∝ p(x0:K)
K∏
k=1

p(yk|xk). (21)

In the linear gaussian framework, the ensuing strategy would be to define an extended

(four dimensional) state vector by gathering the state vectors from 0 to K, and form a

background (mean, x̂b = (xb
0
T
, ...,xb

K
T

)T , and covariance matrix) for this vector, using the

background at time 0 and the dynamical model; Then, the analysis can be performed im-

plementing either Eq. 20 (global analysis) or Eq. 21 (sequential analysis). In the global
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option, one has to form the extended observation vector ŷ = (y1
T , ...,yK

T )T , form the cor-

responding covariance matrix and observation operator, then perform a BLUE analysis. In

the sequential option, the observations are used one at a time and update all the components

of the extended state vector. The equations are given in Table 3. The sequential analysis

equations are close to those of the fixed-interval sequential smoother (Table 2). The main

difference lies in the chronology of the operations.

In the linear gaussian framework, the ensuing strategy would be to define an extended

(four dimensional) state vector by gathering the state vectors from 0 to K, and form a

background (mean, x̂b = (xb
0
T
, ...,xb

K
T

)T , and covariance matrix) for this vector, using the

background at time 0 and the dynamical model; Then, the analysis can be performed im-

plementing either Eq. 20 (global analysis) or Eq. 21 (sequential analysis). In the global

option, one has to form the extended observation vector ŷ = (y1
T , ...,yK

T )T , form the cor-

responding covariance matrix and observation operator, then perform a BLUE analysis. In

the sequential option, the observations are used one at a time and update all the components

of the extended state vector. The equations are given in Table 3. The sequential analysis

equations are close to those of the fixed-interval sequential smoother (Table 2). The main

difference lies in the chronology of the operations.

Using an ensemble formulation, the process starts with the time integration of the en-

semble over the time interval, without assimilating data, forming a set of background state

vectors xb,1:m
0:K . Then the two strategies described previously can be adopted.

In the first (global) strategy, due to and adopted by van Leeuwen and Evensen (1996),
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the background vectors are serially updated using the analysis equation

xa,m
k = xb,m

k + Sb
kγ̂

m, (22)

where Sb
k is the matrix of scaled anomalies based on the ensemble xb,1:m

k , following Eq. 12.

Contrary to the previously described sequential smoothers (Eq. 18), where the ”background”

term contains the information from the observations y1:k−1, here the observational informa-

tion is only and fully contained in the M -vector γ̂m (hence the term ”global”). The latter

is computed as

γ̂m =
K∑
l=1

Sb
l

T
Hl

Tbm
l . (23)

Denoting by sl the number of observations at time l, bm
l is a sl-vector, l-th part of a (

∑
l sl)-

vector b̂m, itself solution of the linear equation(
ĤŜ(ĤŜ)T + R̂

)
b̂m = d̂m. (24)

d̂m is the vector of innovations extended over the time interval, computed from the observa-

tions and the background m-th trajectory, xb,m
1:K . Ŝ is the time-extended matrix of anomalies,

formed by the arrangement of the K matrices Sb
k in a column. Ĥ is the corresponding,

time-extended observation operator. Note that Eq. 24 must be solved M times. This is

the most CPU consuming calculation in the analysis. However, if one uses an eigenbasis

observational update (or square root approach, Tippett et al. 2003; Brankart et al. 2010b),

for example a formulation of the ensemble update using an eigenbasis decomposition of the

matrix

Γ̂ = (ĤŜ)T R̂−1(ĤŜ) = ÛΛ̂ÛT , (25)

then this decomposition can be done once for all the ensemble members updates. The cost

of this eigenbasis decomposition is of the order of M3, similarly to what it is in the filter
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(at each analysis step). Thus, the complexity of the Ensemble smoother analysis appears

approximately K times lower than the EnKF, that includes K analysis steps. The method

of van Leeuwen and Evensen (1996) has been experimented for oceanic problems by van

Leeuwen (1999) and van Leeuwen (2001).

The sequential strategy (never described elsewhere, to our knowledge) involves a serial

processing of the observations, from time 1 to K, after the first ensemble integration with the

free model. At any time k, the observations y1:k−1 have been used, providing the updated

ensemble xa,m
i|1:k−1, with i = 1, . . . , K. The use of observation yk leads to an analysis equation

of the form of Eq. 18 , with

γm = (HkS
a
k|1:k−1)

T [(HkS
a
k|1:k−1)(HkS

a
k|1:k−1)

T + Rk]−1(ym
k −Hkx

a,m
k|1:k−1), (26)

As with the EnKF, any method can be adopted to compute this term.

4. Marginal smoothing

a. Forward-backward smoother

This smoother was first introduced in the linear Gaussian framework by Rauch et al.

(1965) and works over a fixed interval. It is also called the RTS (Rauch-Tung-Striebel)

smoother.

In the forward-backward approach, the smoothed pdf is written as:

p(xk|y1:K) =

∫
p(xk|xk+1,y1:K)p(xk+1|y1:K)dxk+1 (27a)

= p(xk|y1:k)

∫
p(xk+1|xk)

p(xk+1|y1:k)
p(xk+1|y1:K)dxk+1 (27b)
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where Markov hypothesis and Bayes’ rule have been used to yield p(xk|xk+1,y1:K) = p(xk|xk+1,y1:k),

and p(xk|xk+1,y1:k) = p(xk|y1:k)p(xk+1|xk)/p(xk+1|y1:k), respectively. The right hand side

of Eq. 27b clearly exhibits the fact that the smoother analysis at k is obtained from the

filter analysis at k, corrected with a term that involves the smoother analysis at k+ 1. This

induces a natural algorithm formed by a forward filter pass followed by a backward smoother

pass.

In the linear gaussian case, the filter analysis at k comes from a Kalman filter pass

over the time interval. The smoother analysis at K is simply the filter analysis, since no

future observation is included in the estimation. Then the smoother analyses are calculated

recursively from K − 1 down to 1. This provides the RTS smoother equations, summarized

in Table 4. The RTS algorithm is appealing because the backward sequence can be solved

without using the dynamical model: if the term Mk,k+1P
a
k has been stored during the filter

pass, it is re-used in the backward pass. The main issue concerns the inversion of the forecast

covariance matrix (first equation in Table 4), that generally requires approximations. The

RTS smoother is likely the one that has received the greatest attention from the geophysics

community.

The ensemble formulation of the RTS smoother logically involves a retrospective analysis

(Table 4, second equation) for each member,

xs,m
k|1:K = xa,m

k|1:k + Ks
k(xs,m

k+1|1:K − xf,m
k+1|1:k). (28)

It can be easily shown that this ensemble of updates provides the appropriate smoother

covariance matrix (Table 4, third equation), and that this is still true if (Pf
k+1|1:k)

−1
represents

the pseudo-inverse of Pf
k+1|1:k when the latter is singular, what happens in reduced order
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approaches. A first method to compute the gain (Table 4, first equation) may rely on a

covariance localization strategy (Houtekamer and Mitchell 2001; Hamill et al. 2001). To our

knowledge, this has never been explored so far. Localization leads to compute a different

gain matrix for each grid point of the numerical model, with a reduced, full rank forecast

covariance matrix. Such a matrix can be numerically invertible but this must be done for

each model grid point, what might be expensive in high dimensional applications. Another

method to compute the smoother gain, described by Fukumori (2002), relies on a partitioning

approach to filtering and smoothing, that consists in approximating the model state by a

sum of independent dynamical processes, each of them supposedly represented by a low

dimensional vector (Fukumori 2002, Eq. 3). Then the inversion of the covariance matrix

involves the inversions of low dimensional matrices (Fukumori 2002, Eq. 15). The third

method we are aware of to compute the smoother gain has been proposed by Lermusiaux

and Robinson (1999). It is based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

Sf
k+1|k = UΣfVT , (29)

that allows the simple writing of the smoother gain,

Ks
k = Sa

k|kVΣf−1UT . (30)

The SVD is the most CPU consuming calculation here (∝ N2M where N is the size of the

state vector, and assuming M << N), since Σf is a M ×M diagonal matrix. Finally, we

suggest that the smoother gain be computed as

Ks
k = Sa

k|k(Sf
k+1|k

T
Sf
k+1|k)−1Sf

k+1|k
T
. (31)

This formula, equivalent to the standard formula (and easily retrieved using Eq. 29), solves

the problem of dimension, since the matrix to be inverted is now of dimension M × M .
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Assuming this operation is the most CPU consuming in the analysis, this approach makes

the cost of the backward pass similar to the filter’s, without the model integrations.

b. Two-filter smoother

This smoother was introduced in the linear Gaussian framework by Fraser and Potter

(1969) and solves the fixed-interval problem. See also Ménard et al. (1996) for a more

synthetic description. Due to its particular complexity, this smoother has never been applied

in geophysics to our knowledge.

In the Bayesian framework, the smoothing problem is tackled with the following decom-

position, based on Bayes’ rule:

p(xk|y1:K) ∝ p(xk|y1:k)p(yk+1:K |xk). (32)

The first term on the right hand side is the filter analysis. The second term has been

simplified by invoking the Markov hypothesis, which led to

p(yk+1:K |xk,y1:k) = p(yk+1:K |xk). (33)

This joint likelihood function is obtained with a backward-in-time ”likelihood” filter, that

performs a sequence of alternating observational updates,

p(yk+1:K |xk+1) = p(yk+2:K |xk+1)p(yk+1|xk+1), (34)

(easily obtained from Eq. 6 and Markov hypothesis), and propagation steps:

p(yk+1:K |xk) =

∫
p(yk+1:K |xk+1)p(xk+1|xk)dxk+1. (35)

initialized with the likelihood function at K, p(yK |xK).
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To see the connexion between the backward ”likelihood” filter and a backward ”standard”

filter, let us introduce a (not normalized) probability density g defined for any k and i as:

g(xk|yi:K) = p(yi:K |xk)p(xk). (36)

Multiplying Eq. 34 by p(xk+1) leads to

g(xk+1|yk+1:K) = g(xk+1|yk+2:K)p(yk+1|xk+1), (37)

which is very similar, in backward form, to the filter analysis Eq. 11b. Multiplying Eq. 35

by p(xk+1) leads to

g(xk|yk+1:K) =

∫
g(xk+1|yk+1:K)p(xk|xk+1)dxk+1. (38)

This equation is similar, still in backward form, to the filter forecast Eq. 11a. Conse-

quently, to get the likelihood function p(yk+1:K |xk), a strategy is to (i) define g(xK |yK) =

p(yK |xK)p(xK), (ii) run a backward filter fromK to k, then (iii) compute g(xk|yk+1:K)/p(xk).

The prior pdf p(xk) may easily be obtained from p(xK) using the marginalization rule in-

volving the backward model p(xk|xK). In theory, any initial prior p(xK) can be assigned,

since it is divided out later by p(xk). p(xk), which is a denominator here, must not equal

zero in the definition interval of xk. In other words, it must be sufficiently uninformative. A

first possibility is that it is uninformative because p(xk) has forgotten the final state due to

a model error, but this does not apply to the first time steps (k = K−1, K−2, ...); A second

possibility is simply that its precursor p(xK) is sufficiently uninformative too (homogeneous

for instance).

In Kalman’s framework, the most uninformative pdf is a Gaussian pdf with infinite

covariance matrix (and any mean). This is the choice made by Fraser and Potter (1969)
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when they set out the two-filter smoother. This results in the equality

g(xK |yK) = p(yK |xK), (39)

demonstrated by applying the BLUE equations with a finite covariance matrix, then letting

it tend to infinity. A concise demonstration is provided in the appendix. Applying the (back-

ward) Kalman filter forecast equations also shows that p(xk) is also Gaussian with infinite

covariance matrix. Then, the backward filter equations directly provide the desired (Gaus-

sian) pdf p(yk+1:K |xk) = g(xk|yk+1:K). The main issue is to handle an infinite covariance

matrix. The information filter (Grewal and Andrews 2001; Simon 2006) is introduced to

circumvent this difficulty: the following vectors and matrices are defined,

Nf
k|k+1:K = (Pf

k|k+1:K)−1 (40a)

zf
k|k+1:K = (Pf

k|k+1:K)−1xk|k+1:K (40b)

and initialized to 0. The analysis components Na and za are defined similarly. Then the

backward Kalman filter equations are written in information form. The transformation also

has the property to get rid of the backward model, replaced by the adjoint model. These

equations are presented in Table 5. Once the backward likelihood filter forecast at k is

available, it is combined with the forward filter analysis (Eq. 32) to provide the smoother

estimate. In the gaussian case, the latter is simply a BLUE estimate, displayed in Table 5.

5. Summary and discussion

Various smoother algorithms based upon the Kalman filter have been presented and

used in geophysics. Five of them are generally put forward: the fixed-interval sequential
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smoother, the fixed-lag smoother, the ensemble smoother, the forward-backward smoother,

and the two-filter smoother. They are derived using different strategies to solve either the

joint or the marginal smoothing problem. This note aimed at making the links between

the Bayesian formulations of the smoothing problems, the resolution strategies, and the

derived smoother algorithms. It is also an opportunity to gather them together with unified

notations, to make comparison easier to the interested reader. Table 6 summarizes the

Bayesian formulation of these 5 smoothers. As many geophysical applications involve an

ensemble approach, the ensemble formulation of each algorithm (but the last one, still to

be developed to our knowledge) has also been described. Note that we have not mentioned

fixed-point smoothing, since it is a particular case of marginal smoothing. Nor were exposed

the different variations of these five basic algorithms: see Ravela and McLaughlin (2007) for

some examples.

The five algorithms studied here exhibit different characteristics and computational costs.

But these costs can be strongly modified by the approximations introduced to deal with the

underlying filtering problem, an ensemble formulation typically. Here are some important

aspects of each algorithm:

• For the fixed-interval sequential smoother, solving the full equations requires K(K +

1)/2 additional model forecasts and O(2KN3) extra operations for the analysis, rel-

atively to the filter, K being the number of analysis updates in the interval and N

the state dimension. For large systems, this is prohibitive, as for the Kalman filter.

Using a square root or ensemble approach, the smoother cost drops close to the filter’s

(Evensen and van Leeuwen 2000).
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• For the fixed-lag smoother, solving the full equations requires L− 1 additional model

forecasts and O(2(L− 1)N3) extra operations for the analysis, L being the lag. Using

a square root or ensemble approach, the cost becomes similar to the filter’s (Cosme

et al. 2010).

• With the Ensemble smoother, two strategies are possible to implement the analysis,

either global or sequential; The latter makes full use of Kalman’s assumption of ob-

servation errors uncorrelated in time. Its computational complexity is similar to that

of the fixed-interval sequential smoother (the same operations are made, in a different

order), and lower than that of the global analysis. In the ensemble approach, it is

possible to formulate the analysis step at a numerical cost lower than the filter’s.

• The RTS smoother involves the model only in the forward Kalman filter pass. The extra

computational cost is due to the analyses of the backward smoothing pass. The main

burden concerns the inversion of the forecast error covariance matrix Pf
k+1|1:k (see Table

4). Although impossible with high dimensional systems and the full Kalman filter, a

reduced-rank square root approach affords this inversion, either (i) using localization to

split the high dimensional (and singular) inversion problem into a large numbers of low

dimensional (and full rank) problems, or (ii) by decomposing the square root matrix

to singular values: The singular value decomposition requires O(MN2) operations,

similarly to the forecast step of the Kalman filter. Thus the cost of the RTS smoother

is about twice the cost of the filter; Or (iii) using a linear algebra formula that reduces

the number of operations to O(M3) only, that is, the main cost of a reduced-rank

square root filter analysis.
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• The two-filter smoother involves a backward integration with the adjoint model. This

is a first limitation to the use of this algorithm: Ensemble methods are generally

appreciated because they do not require the adjoint model. Assuming that the adjoint

model has a cost similar to that of the direct model, the total cost should also be near

twice the filter cost. Yet, the adjoint model is very often more expensive than the

direct model 1. If it is twice more expensive, then the cost of the smoother is three

times the filter’s. This extra cost does not include the inversion operations. As this

algorithm has never been applied with high-dimensional systems, the computational

impact of reduction strategies are unknown.

The application of ensemble methods to high dimensional systems generally raises the

need of spatial localization techniques. The two most common techniques are covariance

localization (Houtekamer and Mitchell 2001; Hamill et al. 2001) and local analysis (e.g.

Evensen 2003; Hunt et al. 2007). The former strategy plays on the state covariance matrix,

Pf , the latter can be formulated with an operation on the observation covariance matrix,

R; For more details, see Sakov and Bertino (2010) and Greybush et al. (2011).

Technically, both can be used for the smoothers of the joint type. Examples are Khare et al.

(2008) for covariance localization, and Cosme et al. (2010) for local analysis. For covariance

localization, the solution is to Schur-multiply the cross-covariance matrices (Pfa
k,i|1:k−1 in

Table 2; Pa
k,i|1:k−1 in Table 3) as it is done for the covariance matrices involved in the

1There can be a factor of 2 to 4 between the cost of the direct model and its adjoint version. With the

ocean model NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean), the present version of the adjoint model

(including a few approximations) is about twice more expensive than the direct model (Arthur Vidard, 2010,

personnal communication).
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innovation covariance matrices (the filter forecast Pf in the sequential algorithm; Pa
k|1:k−1

in the ensemble smoother case). For local analysis, it can be done exactly as with the

filter. From a computational viewpoint, local analysis is preferable. As stated by Sakov and

Bertino (2010) and Greybush et al. (2011), covariance localization requires that the analysis

corrections be calculated with the explicit covariance (and cross-covariance for the smoother)

matrix, as in the ”standard” EnKF scheme (Evensen 2003; Houtekamer and Mitchell 2001).

Consequently, a part of the smoother gain must be recomputed for each smoother step. On

the contrary, with ensemble square root schemes that leads to expressions such as Eq. 13,

and for which only local analysis applies, no significant computation is required in addition

to the filter.

For the forward-backward smoother, either localization method may be used for the forward

filter pass. But the backward pass does not make use of observations, and local analysis

cannot be applied. Thus, covariance localization is probably more appropriate for both

passes. Moreover, covariance localization can be a solution to the inversion of the innovation

covariance matrix, as suggested in Section a.

Finally, smoothing relying upon correlations in time, the use of ensemble smoothers also

raises the question of localization in time. Localization in time is theoretically ensured by

the model error term in Kalman’s theory. In practice though, with ensemble methods and

high dimensional systems, spurious distant correlations may occur in time as they occur

in space. Moreover, localization in space calls localization in time in presence of strong

advection: the ”best” future observations of the dynamics within a localization domain can

be outside the domain. Localization in time has never been addressed to our knowledge.

Only Cosme et al. (2010) have shown the essential role of a (simple) model error term in
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fading the covariances in time. Also, the fixed-lag smoother can be viewed as a time-localized

version of the fixed-interval sequential smoother.

The choice of a smoother algorithm must first depend on the physical problem to be

solved. Joint smoothers are specifically designed to make reanalyses, that are physically

and statistically consistent series of states to be used for variability and evolution studies.

Marginal smoothers are more appropriate for the identification of pulse-like signals, such

as volcanic eruptions in ice cores (e.g. Gazeaux et al. 2011), accidental release of chemical

tracers (Bocquet 2005b,c). Other applications are the estimation of constant-in-time param-

eters (reaction coefficients for biogeochemistry, atmospheric chemistry, dynamical diffusion)

or identification of a ”good” dynamical state to initialize a long-term forecast, for climate

prediction typically. Multiresolution data assimilation using graphical models also requires

a smoother of the marginal type. We are certainly not aware of all the physical problems

for which smoothers may be helpful. As mentioned in the introduction of this paper, all

the smoothing algorithms described here, joint or marginal, are equivalent when Kalman’s

linear/Gaussian assumptions are verified. In this case, the choice may be based on practical

issues. A fixed-interval of fixed-lag sequential smoother is particularly easy to implement

in the ensemble form, when an EnKF is available. An ensemble smoother is particularly

interesting for observation related studies (network design, sensitivity to the parameteriza-

tion of the observation covariance matrix, for instance). Once the background ensemble

trajectory is available, experiments on the observational update can be performed at will.

The Ensemble Smoother also offers a nice framework for four-dimensional or asynchronous

ensemble Kalman Filtering (Hunt et al. 2004; Sakov et al. 2010). The two-filter smoother

seems unsuited to an ensemble approach, it is probably why it has received limited attention
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from the geophysicists.
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APPENDIX

Gaussian observation update with infinite background

covariance matrix

By ”infinite covariance matrix”, we mean a covariance matrix with null inverse matrix or,

equivalently, a covariance matrix with infinite eigenvalues. Given a prior p(x) ∼ N (0,Pb)

and an observation p(y|x) ∼ N (Hx,R), the posterior is p(x|y) ∼ N (xa,Pa), with

xa = PbHT [HPbHT + R]−1y, (A1)

Pa−1 = Pb−1 + HTR−1H. (A2)

The logarithm of the Gaussian, posterior distribution may be written

log (p(x|y)) ∝ (x− xa)TPb−1(x− xa) + (x− xa)THTR−1H(x− xa). (A3)

After verifying that

lim
Pb→+∞

Pb−1xa = lim
Pb→+∞

HT [HPbHT + R]−1y = 0, (A4)

one finds that the first rhs term of Eq. A3 tends to 0 when Pb → +∞. And after showing

that

lim
Pb→+∞

Hxa = lim
Pb→+∞

[
I + R(HPbHT )−1

]−1
y = y, (A5)

one concludes that Eq. A3 reads

log (p(x|y)) ∝ (Hx− y)TR−1(Hx− y), (A6)
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which is exactly the exponent of the Gaussian distribution p(y|x).
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Table 1. Equations of the Kalman filter. After initialization, the forecast and analysis
steps alternate from k = 1 to K.

Initialization
xa
0 and Pa

0 KF0
Forecast step

xf
k|1:k−1 = Mk−1,kx

a
k−1|1:k−1 State propagation KF1

Pf
k|1:k−1 = Mk−1,kP

a
k−1|1:k−1M

T
k−1,k + Qk−1,k Covariances propagation KF2

Analysis step

dk = yk −Hkx
f
k|1:k−1 Innovation KF3

Gk = HkP
f
k|1:k−1H

T
k + Rk Innov. error cov. KF4

Kk|1:k−1 = Pf
k|1:k−1H

T
k G−1k Kalman gain KF5

xa
k|1:k = xf

k|1:k−1 + Kk|1:k−1dk Filter analysis KF6

Pa
k|1:k = (I−Kk|1:k−1Hk)Pf

k|1:k−1 Filter analysis (cov.) KF7

41



Table 2. Equations of the sequential fixed-interval and fixed-lag smoothers. They come in
addition to the filter equations, except Eq. KF2 of Table 1, explicitly decomposed into the
first two equations here. The smoother analyses are performed just after the filter analysis:
The loop on k includes both the forecast and analysis steps (in another words, the two steps
alternate as in the Kalman filter). Within each step, the equations (but the second one)
must be applied for every time i concerned by smoothing. For the sequential smoother,
i ∈ [0, k − 1]; for the fixed-lag smoother, i ∈ [k − L, k − 1].

Forecast step

Pfa
k,i|1:k−1 = Mk−1,kP

aa
k−1,i|1:k−1 Cross-covariances propagation

Pf
k|1:k−1 = Mk−1,k(Pfa

k,k−1|1:k−1)
T + Qk−1,k

Smoother analysis step

Ki|1:k−1 = (HkP
fa
k,i|1:k−1)

TG−1k Smoother gain

xa
i|1:k = xa

i|1:k−1 + Ki|1:k−1dk Smoother analysis (state)

Paa
k,i|1:k = (I−Kk|1:k−1Hk)Pfa

k,i|1:k−1 Smoother analysis (cov. 1)

Pa
i|1:k = Pa

i|1:k−1 −Ki|1:k−1HkP
fa
k,i|1:k−1 Smoother analysis (cov. 2)

42



Table 3. Equations of the ensemble smoother. Initialization is similar to the filter’s. In a
first step, the background trajectory equations are performed with k = 1, K and i = 1, k−1.
In a second step, the analysis is performed, following a global or a sequential strategy. In
the second option, the process is initialized by xa

k = xb
k, Pa

k = Pb
k, and Pa

k,i = Pb
k,i. The loop

is on k first. Within the k loop, i runs from 0 to K.

Background trajectory
xb
k = Mk−1,kx

b
k−1

Pb
k,i = Mk−1,kP

b
k−1,i

Pb
k = Mk−1,k(Pb

k,k−1)
T + Qk−1,k

Analysis, global strategy

BLUE equations with x̂b = (xb
0
T
, ...,xb

K
T

)T and ŷ = (y1
T , ...,yK

T )T

Analysis, sequential strategy
dk = yk −Hkx

a
k|1:k−1

Gk = HkP
a
k|1:k−1H

T
k + Rk

Ki|1:k−1 = (HkP
a
k,i|1:k−1)

TG−1k

xa
i|1:k = xa

i|1:k−1 + Ki|1:k−1dk

Pa
k,i|1:k = (I−Kk|1:k−1Hk)Pa

k,i|1:k−1
Pa

i|1:k = Pa
i|1:k−1 −Ki|1:k−1HkP

a
k,i|1:k−1
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Table 4. Equations of the RTS smoother. They are applied after a Kalman filter pass over
the interval. k runs from K − 1 down to 1.

Ks
k = Pa

k|1:kM
T
k,k+1(P

f
k+1|1:k)

−1

xs
k|1:K = xa

k|1:k + Ks
k(xs

k+1|1:K − xf
k+1|1:k)

Ps
k|1:K = Pa

k|1:k −Ks
k(Pf

k+1|1:k −Ps
k+1|1:K)KsT

k
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Table 5. Equations of the two-filter smoother (to complete the filter equations). They are
applied after a Kalman filter pass over the interval. k runs from K − 1 down to 0.

Initialization of the backward pass

zf
K = 0, Nf

K = 0.
Backward forecast step

M̃k+1,k = MT
k,k+1N

a
k+1|k+1:K(Na

k+1|k+1:K + Na
k+1|k+1:KQk,k+1N

a
k+1|k+1:K)−1

zf
k|k+1:K = M̃k+1,kz

a
k+1|k+1:K

Nf
k|k+1:K = M̃k+1,kN

a
k+1|k+1:KMk,k+1

Backward analysis step

Na
k|k:K = Nf

k|k+1:K + HT
k R−1k Hk

za
k|k:K = zf

k|k+1:K + HT
k R−1k yk

Smoother analysis

xs
k|1:K = (I + Pa

k|1:kN
f
k|k+1:K)−1(xa

k|1:k −Pa
k|1:kz

f
k|k+1:K)

Ps
k|1:K = (I + Pa

k|1:kN
f
k|k+1:K)−1Pa

k|1:k
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Table 6. Summary of the Bayesian formulation of the 5 smoothers discussed in this paper.

Joint smoothers

p(x0:k|y1:k) ∝ p(x0:k−1|y1:k−1)p(xk|xk−1)p(yk|xk) Fixed-interval sequential

p(xk−L:k|y1:k) ∝
∫
p(xk−L−1:k−1|y1:k−1)dxk−L−1:k−1 p(xk|xk−1)p(yk|xk) Fixed-lag sequential

p(x0:K |y1:K) ∝ p(x0:K)p(y1:K |x0:K) Ensemble

Marginal smoothers

p(xk|y1:K) = p(xk|y1:k)
∫ p(xk+1|xk)

p(xk+1|y1:k)
p(xk+1|y1:K)dxk+1 Forward-backward

p(xk|y1:K) ∝ p(xk|y1:k)p(yk+1:K |xk) Two-filter
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